READY

FOR YOUR NEW TECH JOB
ADVENTURE IN VORARLBERG?

GERMANY

VORARLBERG
AUSTRIA

LIECHTENSTEIN

SWITZERLAND

5 CITIES
> 404.000 RESIDENTS
45.700 € GDP/CAPITA

500+ OPEN JOBS
300+ COMPANIES
20+ INDUSTRIES

ABOUT VORARLBERG

Vorarlberg is well liked. The population is
growing almost twice as fast as in Austria
as a whole. It‘s also home to the youngest
citizens in the entire country. The share of
residents under the age of 20 is highest
in Vorarlberg compared to the Austrian
average.

After Vienna, the Vorarlberg
Rhine Valley is the most
densely populated region in
Austria.

The regional centers in Vorarlberg
create an urban area that merges
almost seamlessly into the Swiss
Rhine Valley and Germany.

A variety of green and recreational
areas are in the immediate vicinity and
can be reached quickly.

Vorarlberg has a prime standard of living and a unique quality of life. The basis for the
location‘s attractiveness is, among other things, its high economic strength that ranks
Vorarlberg next to highly competitive industrial regions (such as Upper Bavaria and Eastern
Switzerland) in an international comparison.

FIND YOUR
TECH JOB
HERE.

BEER?
TECH JOBS?
MOUNTAINS?
COMPANIES?
LAKES?
INDUSTRY?
SKIING?
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You wanna know what we can
offer you?
A database with more than 500
open tech jobs and organized
events where you can get to
know local companies in a completely different way.

A PLACE TO WORK YOU WILL
LOVE
Are you interested in technical jobs, internships, trainee programs and
slots for final theses at a company in Vorarlberg? We have it all!

500+ AVAILABLE JOBS

A job to grow in, a company that nurtures your talents and a quality of life you never want to miss again. Find a challenging technical
job, apply and expand your knowledge in a variety of different areas.
Vorarlberg‘s robust economy is based on a good mixture of highly competitive sectors.

Your choice between
our variety of cool jobs!

Get excited about mechanical engineering or metal production, the
electrical or electronics industry, the automotive sector, the plastics or
chemical sector, food and beverage production, the energy and environmental sector, wood or paper processing or the future-oriented textile
sector.

Live your talent – whether as a civil or design engineer, embedded
software or hardware developer,
plant technician, mechatronics
engineer, packaging engineer or
technical project manager, recycling specialist or product developer, data manager oder mobile
app developer.

JOBS

20+ INDUSTRY SECTORS
architecture & construction engineering
civil engineering
chemistry & food technology
electronics & electrical engineering
research & development
hardware development
wood technology
information & communication technology
plastics & materials technology
marketing & distribution
machine & plant construction
mechatronics
physics & photonics
production & process engineering
product & innovation management
project & process management
quality management & logistics
software development & testing
textile technology
packaging technology

COMPANIES
Curious? Check out open jobs,
internships, trainee programs,
projects and theses in the fields
of mathematics, science and
technology at companies in
Vorarlberg.
Our company database is packed with innovative companies,
strong brands, successful niche players, steady family businesses, international corporations and start-ups in Vorarlberg.
Local companies look out for you: innovative projects, stateof-the-art workplaces, flexible work time, family-friendly
career opportunities, parental leave for new dads, further
training opportunities, subsidies für public transportation,
cool company events, great coffee, inhouse cafeteria, …
Enjoy working here and everything else Vorarlberg has to
offer!

COMPANIES

300+ COMPANIES
INTERNATIONALLY ORIENTED
20+ INDUSTRY SECTORS

EVENTS

Get connected with local
companies & join us in our
free events.
NETWORKING EVENTS
At the CHANCENLAND VORARLBERG networking events you have the chance to
get to know local companies, their HR
managers and technicians personally. Get
insights about jobs, internships and topics for theses in the technical field. As
very typical for Vorarlberg, we enjoy a
meal together in a cozy and informal
athmosphere and exchange ideas.

CAREER FAIRS
At different job fairs we’ll inform you about technical career opportunities in our
area. Come see us at our CHANCENLAND
VORARLBERG booth. Usually we also
have a local company with us.

EVENTS

NETWORKING EVENTS
20+ CAREER FAIRS
500+ OPEN JOBS

STANDARD OF LIVING

In Vorarlberg, this definitely includes the short distances, almost everything is easily
accessible within 30 minutes. Meaning, that the way to work is usually comparatively
short.
Temporary employment contracts? Not in Austria! Here it‘s common to conclude permanent contracts.

REAL QUALITY
OF LIFE

short distances
permanent contracts
innovative region
close to border
nature
summer & winter
wide range of leisure activities
culinary arts
culture
architecture
further training
and much more

FESTIVALS
CULTURE
ART
EVENTS
ADVENTURES
MUSEUMS
CONCERTS
ARCHITECTURE

40 ski resorts for skiing, snowboarding, crosscountry skiing and sledding. 5,700 km of marked hiking trails, climbing & high ropes courses
and trails for mountain biking. Swimming,
sailing, diving, kayaking, kite surfing, motor
and pedal boating, stand up paddling on Lake
Constance or relaxing at one of the numerous
mountain lakes.

NATURE

Are you more into summer or
winter activities? Or are you
like us, who simply think both
are awesome ?!

The synonyms for
Vorarlberg‘s landscape:
MOUNTAINS & LAKES.

Music, sports, art, languages, photography, yoga, cooking, gardening … There are
so many great things to do here. What are
you passionate about?

FREE TIME

Most of the time it‘s even nicer when you can share your hobbies with other people.
Club life in Vorarlberg is lively, diverse and open. Take a look at the communities in
Vorarlberg. For sure you‘ll find people who are as passionate as you are.

In Vorarlberg, the food is authentic. The specialties often come from
small manufacturers and farms. Excellent restaurants, traditional
taverns and hip cafés are constantly coming up with new creations
using products from the region.

CULINARY ART

The culinary scene in Vorarlberg is diverse. It‘s traditional
and modern at the same time.
High-quality regional products
paired with creative concepts
result in an enjoyable symbiosis.

CULTURE

The art and culture scene in Vorarlberg ist diverse
and creative. Cultural events take place throughout
the year and art and culture can be experienced in
public spaces on a daily basis. Outdoor art objects
merge with existing buildings, nature, the streets
and pedestrian zones.
Vorarlberg has the highest density of timber construction worldwide. Does wood remind you of old
shingled farmhouses? You‘re right, there are countless such beautifully preserved farmhouses in the
Bregenzerwald. Today, contemporary, extraordinary
buildings are made from timber throughout Vorarlberg. No matter where in Vorarlberg you‘re traveling, there will be some buildings that will astonish
you for a moment.

EARLY
RISER?
early
bird

no way!

INDOOR OR
OUTDOOR?

COFFEE
LOVER?

EXCERCISE
PREFERENCE?
always action

relaxed

WHERE WOULD
YOU RATHER BE?

LAKE

MOUNTAINS

YOUR WEEKEND
PLANS

CULINARY

CULTURE
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U LIKE THIS?
CHANCENLAND.AT

